Pizza, Pizza!

Quick Start

Instructions

A fun colour and shape matching game.
Be the first to fill your pizza board, but watch out
for the yucky toppings that need to go in the bin!
Contents

• 25 pizza slices • 4 pizza base boards • 1 Head Chef board • 1 spinner board
• 2 two-part plastic spinners (separate plastic arrows from bases and attach spinners to spinner board)

Setting up the game

Pizza, Pizza!
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Each player takes
a pizza board and
places it in front
of them.

Spread all the shaped pizza
slice cards on the table,
topping side down.
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Spin the spinners

Place the Head Chef board
and the spinner in the middle
of the table.

If the slice is yucky!

Orchard Toys have been supporting parents and children for over
40 years. We create colourfully illustrated, quality, educational
games and jigsaws which have been designed, tested and
manufactured in Britain.
Working with teachers, nursery professionals and children, we
ensure that every game and jigsaw we make enhances
learning and development.
We pay attention to the little details and keep testing until we
get it right! This means that when your child is playing an
Orchard Toys game or piecing together one of our
jigsaw puzzles you can rest assured that they are
learning whilst having fun!

For fun activities and to view our full range, visit:

www.orchardtoys.com
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Choose a
green slice OR
a star slice

If you spin a hand

If either spinner lands on a hand,
you can take a slice from another
player’s board! Choose carefully,
making sure that the slice you
choose matches an empty space
on your board (this can be checked
by looking at the edge of the other
players’ pizzas).
If nobody has a slice you need,
take a slice from the table that
matches the other spinner instead.
Note: If both spinners point to the hands, you can only take one
slice from another player.

Miss a turn

If you spin the
spinner and don’t
have a matching
shape or colour
visible on your board
(because it is covered
by a pizza slice card),
then you miss a turn.

The youngest
player starts
by spinning
both spinners.
Choose a pizza
slice from the table
that matches either the
colour or the shape
shown on one of
the spinners.
Turn it over and
place it, topping
side up, on the
corresponding space
on your pizza board.
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Play passes to the
next player.
If the pizza slice you have turned over
shows a gruesome topping (with a
striped edge), the Head Chef will make
you throw it away! Everyone shouts “In
the bin!” and the slice is placed on the
bin on the Head Chef board.
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The winner

The winner is the first player
to fill their board with delicious
pizza slices and shout
“Pizza, Pizza!”

Take a pizza
board and
spin both
spinners.
Collect and steal
pizza slices.
Watch out for
slices with yucky
toppings!
The winner is
the first player to
fill their board with
delicious slices!

More fun!
For FREE printable
activities including
colouring sheets, tasty
recipes and craft ideas
visit ‘Things To Do’ at:

www.orchardtoys.com
/thingstodo

After the game
Once players have made
their pizzas, they can talk
about which toppings are
their favourite. Which are
yummy? Which are yucky?
Which toppings go together
the best?

Make your own pizzas!
Download a FREE
tasty pizza recipe
sheet from
our website!

